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ABSTRACT
Finding charts, accurate coordinates, and light curves are presented for 106 variable stars including 6 which
are newly discovered. Parameters descriptive of the light curves are tabulated including periods for 16 stars
which lacked them. The periods from the General Catalog of Variable Stars for ten stars were found to be
seriously in error. The classification of the stars is discussed. Revisions or refinements of the classifications
from the General Catalogue of Variable Stars are suggested for 20 stars and classifications are given for 7
which were previously unclassified. 15%-23% of the Bailey type a b RR Lyrae stars show scatter in their
light curves which is suggestive of the Blazhko effect. O 1996 American Astronomical Society.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. FINDING CHARTS AND STAR IDENTIFICATION

This is the fourth of a series of papers presenting the
results of a photometric survey of little-studied variable stars
from the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (hereafter referred to as GCVS; Kholopov 1985, 1987). The motivation
for this project was described in Paper I (Schmidt 1991). In
brief, although variable stars are of interest in connection
with a number of astrophysical problems and a large number
are known (the GCVS contains more than 28 000; in excess
of 40 000 new variables have been discovered in microlensing searches, Alcock et al. 1995, Udalski et al. 1995) the
information on many in the GCVS is sketchy. The survey is
intended to provide some of this missing information and, in
doing so, identify variables of special interest. The emphasis
in the previous papers of this series was on stars which were
thought to be regular pulsating variables or stars or unknown
type. In the present sample we have also included a number
of stars which are classified as semiregular variables (SR,
SRA, SRB), RV Tauri stars (RV, RVA), Miras (M), irregular
nebular variables (IN), rapidly varying poorly studied stars
(S:) or eclipsing binaries (E,EW/KW). This was done in order to make comparisons of the gross light-curve properties
with those of the regular pulsators. The goal is to develop
objective methods for classifying variables from photometric
data and particularly from limited photometric samples.
In Papers I, I1 (Schmidt & Reiswig 1993) and 111
(Schmidt et al. 1995) data was presented for 239 variables.
The present paper presents data for an additional 106 stars.
The techniques of observation and data analysis were described fully in Paper I and references therein. There have
been no important changes in the procedures so they will not
be described again here.
The original photometric data will appear in the ApJIAJ
CD-ROM series. We reproduce the data for the first star in
Table I as a guide to the form and content of the CD-ROM
file.

Table 2 lists the stars. The first two columns contain the
variable star designation and the GCVS variable type. The
star number from the Hubble Space Telescope Guide Star
Catalogue (GSC; described by Lasker et al. 1990; Russell
et al. 1990; Jenkner et al. 1990) is given in the third column
for stars contained therein. The GSC number is given in the
form x x x x y y y y , where x x x x is the number of the small
region of the catalogue while y y y y is the number of the star
within the region. The coordinates from the GSC for equinox
2000 are listed in columns four and five. When the variable
is not in the GSC, the coordinates were determined from a
GSC star within our CCD field.
The finding charts for the variables are presented in Fig.
1 . Each chart is 10' on a side with north up and east to the
left. The sizes of the symbols denote the stars' magnitudes as
indicated by the figure legends. The variable is indicated by
an open symbol if it is brighter than about fourteenth magnitude or is circled if it is fainter. As described in Paper I1
these charts were generated from the GSC. Objects which
were classified there as nonstellar (Object Classification
Code 3) were not plotted in the finding charts of Papers I1
and 111. However, many of these objects turn out to be stars
with fuzzy images or close companions; they have been included in Fig. 1 as squares. Each field was examined on
prints made from the STScI Digitized Sky Survey. Using
these prints stars which were missing from the GSC but were
needed for completeness, including some of the variables,
were added to our charts.
The coordinates of variables in the GCVS are often uncertain and obtaining published finding charts is often time
consuming and difficult. For these reasons, the most efficient
approach to finding the variables is to take CCD frames centered on the GCVS coordinates and locate the star in question by its variability. However, this procedure raises the
possibility of misidentifications (very few as it turns out) and
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